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your neck of the woods? Please Click here to take our Winter Weather Survey, we would
appreciate it. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. Thread starter KrayzKajun Start date Feb 21, KrayzKajun LawnSite
Fanatic. Location Harvey,LA. I dont know the exact hours on the machine yet, it looks to be in
pretty decent shape in the pic. Scag48 LawnSite Fanatic. Location Marysville, WA. Dupont
overhaul, I'd run away. Cornell LawnSite Senior Member. Location MN. We had a T, massive
electrical problems. Location Abbotsford, British Columbia. A better question is what kind of
sites are you going to be using your tracked loader on? Tight sites with narrow gates and
openings or wide open sites with no access problems? A T is a good start, but go smaller just
in case, the Cat or even a Deere is a good size to start with. Snooker LawnSite Member.
Location canada eh. Had an f-series with a 73hp deutz and had a schit-ton of issues with that.
That T looks almost identical to my T and if its anything like that.. Location Butler, Md. Snooker
said:. A Bobcat T is a better choice, they have 2 track options as well. If I would have stuck to
Bobcat, the T would have been my choice from the T I really hate Bobcat's vertical paths, I like
Cat's better. Posted via Mobile Device. You must log in or register to reply here. You've come to
the right place. We sell a wide range of new aftermarket, used and rebuilt T replacement
hydraulic pumps to get your machine back up and running quickly. Parts specialists are
available from 8am to pm EST. Give us a call to discuss how we can help you. Prices shown are
estimates and will vary depending on condition and availability. Give us a call today Parts
specialists are available from 8am to pm EST. Fast Responsive Service. They have a very
helpful staff and will look out for your best interest I have found their service and pricing
excellent. I would highly recommend them! Their professionalism is second to none. They are
helpful and trustworthy Todd J. Even if they don't know the product line they helped me find a
solution. Their sales staff is knowledgeable, helpful and very prompt. They also have the best
prices around! What i like the most about this company is the way they handle orders and
everything is delivered on time. Why Choose Us We pride ourselves on growing a partnership
with our customers built on trust and great service. Discussion in ' Skid Steers ' started by
Bubba , Aug 28, Log in or Sign up. Heavy Equipment Forums. Thank you for visiting
HeavyEquipmentForums. Our objective is to provide industry professionals a place to gather to
exchange questions, answers and ideas. We welcome you to register using the "Register" icon
at the top of the page. We'd appreciate any help you can offer in spreading the word of our new
site. The more members that join, the bigger resource for all to enjoy. Thank you! Thank you for
joining Heavy Equipment Forums! If you are new to forums we communicate with "Threads",
please search our threads to see if your topic may have already been answered and if not then
click "Post New Thread" in the appropriate forum. This will allow all of our members to see your
question and give you the best chance to be answered. After you've made a number of posts
you will graduate to Full Member status where you'll see a few more privileges. Following these
guidelines will help make this the best resource for heavy equipment on the net. Thanks for
joining us and I hope you enjoy your stay!! Welcome to HeavyEquipmentForums. My T with hrs
has a Heavy Smoking Problem under load. I been told it was the turbo. No oil deposit anywhere
beneath the engine or around the heads. I started taken this thing apart to inspect the turbo for
loose turbo shaft and I not sure if I'm going tearing it down right. I got the air cleaner and the
muffler off, and got some the air clearer hose off to the turbo. Any help would sho be
appreicated. Whatelse do I need to look for if it aint the Turbo. The impeller on the air cleaner
side looks good its not loose but their is oill in the air cleaner line, is that a good sign I got a bad
turbo. Help me if you can, Thanks Bubba. Bubba , Aug 28, George likes this. Joined: Aug 5,
Messages: Location: ohio. Sounds like a turbo to me If it doesnt loose too much power than
maybe you got a bad head gasket? I dont know about the tricks of removing the turbo if need
be, but im sure someone on here will. Good Luck. Joined: May 29, Messages: Location: indiana.
Before I condemned the turbo and removed it, I would like to know a little more about it if it were
my machine. If this is something that suddenly started happening, I would take note if it's
consuming more oil than usual, then possibly suspect turbo. I think the T had the Deutz engine
in it, can remember for sure, but it might have the crankcase ventilation connected to the intake
side of turbo, could explain some oil residue in the piping. Smoke could be caused by other
things as well, such as injection pumps or injectors. Yes Sir, I let it sit since it put me down on
Tuesday and I crank it today and was gonna put it in my shop and it cranked OK I move some
stuff with the forks in front of my shop and then I went out swap the forks for a tooth bucket and
went in to move some dirt and I didn't get a half bucket of dirt and it started smoking like a
steam engine and died. I tried to restart it but it just smoke like it was on fire and I waited about

an hour and it restrarted and i didn't even make it to the shop before it quit again. I let it sit for a
while and went back it started and and I just did get it in the shop. Thanks for your reply and
your help. Air filters are normal, I blew both out just before it put me down. It don't seem like a
fuel problem because I let it sit since Tueday and when I started it today to put it in the my shop
it cranked and started with little hesitation. I did hear some tapping noise when it shut down
today. Oil is going somewhere and the only place I can see it out the exhaust pipe in the form of
smoke. It looks like the whole place is on fire when it shuts down and when I try to restart it.
Thanks for the reply and help. Yes Sir, It my machine and it is using more oil than normal. It got
the Duetz BF4mF. It noticed a tube coming off the intake I don't know where it goes. I not sure I
know how a turbo is built, but I know it got to be lubed somehow and thats probably where all
the oil is going. Thanks for the reply and your help. All turbochargers are lubed by an oil
pressure line connected to the top of the center section of the turbo, between the exhaust and
intake sections. Then there is an oil drain pipe that connects to the bottom of that center section
to drain the lubricating oil back to crankcase sump. A little bit of oil in the intake piping is
normal due to blowby. You could have a blown head gasket, and with that engine being oil
cooled, instant smoke machine. If its an oil cooled motor and you have a blown head gasket, be
careful, the motor can run off the motor oil. This is most common in detroits, but other engines
have done it. Rpm's will climb and you can't shut it off, finally something lets go I had the turbo
checked today Tuesday and it is shot. The mechanic said that it had gotten dirt into which
cause the bearing to go out. He also said that i got other problems. He said that due to the
impeller on the intake side being badly worn that I had dirt also to get to my rings and pistons. I
hope he wasn't trying to sell me a engine overhaul job. This engine ran to good prior to the
Turbo problem. I don't think that my engine is damaged that badly. I gonna put the Turbo on and
drain the oil about times and put some type of additive in it and hope it cleans it out. Bubba ,
Aug 31, I have been following this thread with interest, since I have a T, too. Did he tell you how
"dirt" got into the turbo? The air filtration is pretty sophisticated, so I wonder about that. From
my reading, it seems like most turbos die because they run very hot, and when they are shut
down hot, the oil "cokes" up and becomes gritty. This grit ruins the bearings. I give my T five
minutes of "foreplay" and five minutes of "cuddling" at idle so I am not overtaxing the
hydraulics at start-up, and I allow the turbo to equilibrate after hard use. In another thread, they
said turbos run so hot on some machines that you can actually see the vanes of the turbo
through the outside of the housing- the housing has become translucent. If the oil cokes up and
the oil filter doesn't catch it, I suppose this could affect the bearings in the bottom end, but I
don't see this as affecting the rings or cylinders. On the issue of the rebuild, why can't he do a
compression test? If your rings are shot, or you cylinders scored, it seems to me that he should
be able to give you a pretty good idea. When I bought mine, I had a shop in which I have
complete confidence go over mine completely, and do a compression test as a quick judge of
the engine's health. If he gets low readings, or a lot of variability between the cylinders, that
might influence your decision about a rebuild. I wouldn't do a rebuild just because he thinks
you might have a problem. On the turbo issue, I've seen the same eBay ads. I don't know
anything about them, but the ads have been there for a while. LWG , Aug 31, I want to Thank all
of You Fellows for your input. I certainly do appreicate it. I also want to Thank Heavy Equipment
Forum for allowing a web site that allows Heavy Equipment Owners, Operators and people
interested in the business a place that we can share opinions and be of so much help to people
like me that loves heavy equipment but hates to see it tore up and will do just about anything to
keep running like its intended. LWG I appreciate you taking the interest and time to share your
views, everything you said makes a lot sense and I will take the advice you have given. Willie I
also appreicate you taking the time to respond to my post and I plan on doing just what you
said. One thing LWG said was an important lesson regarding the machine to settle down before
shutting it down, I have failed to do that. When I look back from what the turbo tech said about
the wear on the fins of the intake side of the impeller I don't think the wear was from dirt or grit,
instead I think the wear on fins was due to the loose action of a worn bearing in the turbo and
the fin hitting the turbo housing grinding and knocking i heard that noise which would answer
for the wear on the fins. Willie I gone to put the turbo on and do exactly what you said. Then I
gonna "dig baby dig" Thanks for the good advice. I will let ya'll know in a few days "hopefully"
how it turns out. Thanks Again - Bubba. Bubba , Sep 4, Make sure ya dump clean oil into the oil
inlet lube port before starting engine give the turbo some spins by hand while puttng oil in. Well
fellows, I just about got the turbo in and should be through with it tomorrow. I was tough little
job. It just is no room to work on the dang thang. I got the turbo from Nothern Tool and
Equipment in Idaho. Scott was there for me everytime I called him to assist with any of my
problems. I had to make some modifications to install it. The bottom oil line from the turbo to
the oil pan would not fit, the tube was different. It had a nipple that screwed directly into the

turbo instead of the nipple with two small bolts on the original one. Also the tube was angled
toward the engine instead of line up straight down. I had to cut the steel tubing and splice it with
a rubber oil line. I had it crimped and also I put a small hose clamp on each end. I had to fit it
with a rubber line about 6 inches in order to be able to be flexible enough so that I could bend it.
I made sure the line wasn't crimped so that the oil could drain adequately back to the oil pan. I
hope this will work. Also these turbo are assembled so that you can loosen 4 bolt so that you
are able to turn the intake side so that you can line up the intake hose. I sprayed some lubricant
in the top of the turbo and turned it so that I would be pre-lubricated. I used lithum grease. I
hope that was ok. I justed wanted it lubricated good before the oil was pumped to it. If anybody
ever has to replace one and has never done it before, be prepared and don't get in no hurry. I
removed the alternator, Intake and exhaust manifold, air cleaner basket so that I could have as
much room as I could to install the turbo. In referrence to my original post concerning what the
mechanic told me about dirt being side of the engine. I took a small pencil magnet and put it in
the intake and exhaust side of the engine and didn't get any type metal on the magnet in any of
intake or exhaust ports. I wasn't satisfied with that so I took some gorilla tape and tape it to the
magnet and stuck each port and move it all around to see if I could pick up some trash or debris
inside the engine and didn't come up with nothing on the tape. I also drain the oil in a clear
clean container and sealed it and couldn't see anything in it. I going to try and get oil sample
done soon. I'm confident that it doesn't have dirt in the oil. I will let ya'll know how it runs when I
get it completed. Thanks for loaning me your ears and your brain concerning this. Say a prayer
for me. Bubba , Sep 8, Great write up. Can't wait to hear that's it's up and running great! LWG ,
Sep 8, I finaly got the replacement Turbo installed after working on it a week and busting some
knuckles. Before installing the oil and filter, I decided to try and blow out the radiator to get all
the oil I could get out of the machine. I disconnected the main oil line from engine to radiator
and slightly blowed it out, some oil did come out. Then I reversed and went to the right side so
that it would allow me to pour some seaform in the line and then blowed it out. Some came out
but it was much thinner. I re-connected the lines, replaced the air filters and filled it up with oil. I
used 15w40 Rotella and it calls for 16 qt. I cranked it and it started, it was smoking but I felt like
it was burning residue from the muffler. I let it idle for about 15 min then increased the throttle
to back out of shop still smoking engine was missing but I had to replace a fuel line that I broke
and considered air in the line. I just idle around in back just a little bit still smoking I increased
the RPM t0 and I noticed that black smoke like it was burning diesel came out. I felt like that was
OK so I drop the bucket and just skeem the surface still smoking I noticed that it was somewhat
weak. I ran it for about 10 min. As I put it under load it immediately begin the heavy solid white
smoke and the it shut down. I attempted to restart and as I cranked it just pumped white smoke
out. I reckon the dang engine is gone. Anybody got a magic wand that they wanted loan me or
depart with let know, I may just have to pull the engine and get her rebuilt. Any suggestions
would be considered, and I appreicate again ya'll loaning me your shoulder to cry on. Thanks
Bubba. Bubba , Sep 12, Joined: Aug 28, Messages: Location: south lou. Bubba, have you
looked at the blow by tube and see how much is passing the rings? Just a visual on blow by
can go a long way on diagnostics try to warm it up also and check then to. Iron Dirt , Sep 13,
You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address:
Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? You've come to the right place. We sell a wide range of new aftermarket, used and
rebuilt T replacement engines to get your machine back up and running quickly. Parts
specialists are available from 8am to pm EST. Give us a call to discuss how we can help you.
Prices shown are estimates and will vary depending on condition and availability. Give us a call
today Parts specialists are available from 8am to pm EST. Fast Responsive Service. They have a
very helpful staff and will look out for your best interest I have found their service and pricing
excellent. I would highly recommend them! Their professionalism is second to none. They are
helpful and trustworthy Todd J. Even if they don't know the product line they helped me find a
solution. Their sales staff is knowledgeable, helpful and very prompt. They also have the best
prices around! What i like the most about this company is the way they handle orders and
everything is delivered on time. Why Choose Us We pride ourselves on growing a partnership
with our customers built on trust and great service. Notice: We use "cookies" to enhance your
online experience with Bobcat Company. You can click here to learn more about how cookies
are used on this site. By continuing to browse this website, you agree to our use of cookies in
accordance with our privacy policy. For those interested in statistics, the Keller brothers built
seven loaders in In , some 18 M60 Melroe loaders were built. Another M Melroe loaders were
built in By the company builds its 10,th loader. Another decade later the company reaches its ,th
loader milestone. In two more decades , it hits the ,loader mark. The growth was skyrocketing,
and by the company celebrated number , Then in it hits the 1,, loader milestone. Over the course

of six decades, from the first three-wheeled loader to today, there has been -- on average -- one
Bobcat loader built every thirty minutes, every day, every week, every year. However, since the
50th anniversary and ,th loader celebration in , the pace is even more impressive: one loader
built every Keller Loader, the first three-wheeled loader built by brothers Louis and Cyril Keller
for Eddie Velo, a turkey farmer whose barns needed cleaning. The Keller Loader has a rear
caster wheel and two drive wheels with an innovative clutch drive mechanism, and powered by
a 6 hp Kohler engine. The Keller brothers build six more loaders at their Rothsay, Minnesota,
machine shop before being introduced to the Melroe brothers in The Melroe brothers invite the
Kellers to demonstrate their loader at the Melroe farm equipment exhibit at the Minnesota State
Fair. The loader is an instant hit, and before the fair was over the Melroes invite the Kellers to
join them. After reaching a royalty agreement on their clutch drive design, the Kellers are hired
to design a new loader and bring it to production at Melroe Manufacturing Company in Gwinner,
North Dakota. M is the second design of the Melroe self-propelled loader, with a The lift arms
are again redesigned, giving the loader lb. M is adapted from the M by adding a rear axle. Some
Ms are built. What makes the skid-steer unique is the use of two independent transmissions that
allow it to turn in its tracks. The new loader is 6 inches longer than the M and â€” with some
tweaking â€” will eventually achieve a front to rear weight ratio for optimal skid-steer
performance. M is the first Bobcat-branded skid-steer loader. With a It is a totally new design,
with the drive system enclosed in side tanks that feature an oil bath for lubrication. The design
change allows the operator to enter the loader from the front. M replaces the M less than a year
later, with the addition of pressure-oiled clutches for better durability. ME is adapted with a 10
hp electric motor, allowing grain elevators to use the loader inside boxcars and in other dusty
environments. A retracting cable reel allows the machine to work within a radius of about 50 ft.
M has a Wisconsin VF4D gas engine. It is built until A vertical forklift mast option makes it
popular with bricklayers. It is, at the time, the largest skid-steer ever built and the first to use a
hydrostatic drive system vs. Mini-Bob, the smallest skid-steer ever built at just 3 ft. Cyril Keller
demonstrates the loader, which was developed in secret by his brother, Louis. It is introduced
the following year with an overhead guard or ROPS and given the model designation M,
powered by a 14 hp Kohler engine. M, with a Wisconsin gas engine and 1, lb. When the last M
rolls off the assembly line in , it signifies the end of the clutch-drive loader and the transition to
diesel powered equipment. Over the next decade, several different models are built -- including
the and an innovative six-wheel drive model -- but the product line is discontinued in It is
discontinued in , replaced by the new B-Series The goal was to make many components -operator cabin and ROPS, seat, steering levers, pedals and tailgate -- interchangeable among
several frame sizes. Such design standardization will allow more efficient mass production of
the Bobcat loader in the Gwinner factory. New Breed 30 Series launches, including models , , ,
and with gas and diesel, air- and liquid-cooled engines. Models , , arrive the next year. A
rough-terrain forklift version -- the RTF -- is introduced a year later. At its peak in the late s,
production of the diesel-powered represents half of all Bobcat loader factory output. The 40
Series loaders are the first to incorporate the new Seat Bar operator safety system. Other 40
Series models include the , and ; the , and ; the , and ; and the After the early s recession,
company management makes a conscious effort to keep from raising prices on its Bobcat
loader line. The newest Mini-Bobs replace the and and are still 3 ft wide and 6 ft tall. This
transverse engine design is repeated on succeeding loader generations and continues today.
Its vertical path boosts lift capacity without increasing machine weight. Long wheelbase L later
renamed gains a bit of lift capacity by increasing the distance between the front and rear axles
without sacrificing its characteristic skid-steer maneuverability. G-Series cab is the result of a
serious internal focus on operator comfort. Loaders equipped with the new cab offer
factory-installed air conditioning, more elbow room, a more comfortable seat and improved
instrumentation. The hydraulic Power Bob-Tach system also debuts with the G-Series, giving
operators the ability to change attachments with the push of a button. G-Series Turbo K edition
marks the half-millionth Bobcat loader production milestone. A is the first Bobcat loader to offer
both all-wheel steer AWS -- for low impact operation on sensitive surfaces -- and skid-steer for
maximum maneuverability, both at the flip of a switch. It is also the first Bobcat loader to feature
joysticks for drive control and lift arm operation. A larger A model is added to the AWS line in S
with its larger frame size, continues to push the skid-steer loader into more demanding
construction and industrial jobs. Powered by an 81 hp engine, the vertical lift path S has 3, lb. A
radius path loader, the S, is introduced the same year and has a 75 hp engine, with 2, lb. S
boasts 3, lb. It has an 85 hp turbocharged diesel engine and 12 mph travel speed. M-Series kicks
off another complete remake of the loader line. The first to be introduced are the S vertical lift
path and S radius path. It offers easier entry and exit, a sealed and pressurized operator cab for
a clean working environment, better lighting and the latest electronic instrumentation. Vertical

lift path S and S models fill in the lineup, with 3, lb. A all-wheel steer AWS loader replaces the A
AWS offers both low impact all-wheel steer and maneuverable skid-steer operation at the flip of
a switch. With the new frame size and M-Series features, the A has a rated capacity of 3, lb. Six
models offered, with operating capacities ranging from lb. First-ever Bobcat-branded Tier 4
engine is used in the and frame sizes in The new engines, ranging from 49 to 74 hp, are
designed to significantly reduce the amount of particulate matter created in the combustion
chamber, achieving Tier 4 EPA emissions compliance without using a diesel particulate filter
DPF. S is the last and smallest of the M-Series skid-steer loader models, wrapping up a five-year
launch cycle. Special edition S and T are built to commemorate the production milestone of a
million Bobcat loaders, 56 years after the first Melroe self-propelled loader in The special edition
loader was available through participating Bobcat dealers. Bobcat enters the compact track
loader CTL business. Using the mainframe, lift arms and cab of an skid-steer, the new model
has a solid track undercarriage for durability. Rubber tracks give the CTL great flotation i. It
extends the construction season by allowing operators onto a jobsite sooner and working later
in the year. It is a game-changer for Bobcat and the industry. T is the second model size in the
Bobcat compact track loader line. The vertical lift arm configuration gives the T more capacity
lb. T is built on the mainframe of the S skid-steer loader, signaling the end of the T model. It has
a rated capacity of 3, lb. MT52 mini-track loader updates the MT50 with numerous
improvements, including an all-new operator console and a new operator safety system. Most
noticeably, the MT52 has an optional ride-on platform, removable for walk-behind operation. The
new loader has lb. Compact track loader lineup grows to include the radius lift path T and T
models, built on mainframes of the S and S skid-steers. It measures 44 in. T meets market
demand for a larger, more powerful track loader with a 92 hp engine. M-Series kicks off with the
T vertical lift path and T radius path compact track loaders. The T features 2, lb. It offers easier
entry and exit, a sealed and pressurized operator cab for a clean working environment, better
lighting, and the latest electronic instrumentation. T is the largest of the Bobcat track loader
models, with a rated capacity of 3, lb. It is powered by a 99 hp diesel engine. The Roller
Suspension track undercarriage is offered as standard equipment. T 85 hp turbo and T 92 hp
turbo , both with vertical lift path and 11 foot lift height, fill in the frame size with 3, lb. T radius
path and T vertical path filled in the frame size -- the heart of the line -- with 1, lb. First-ever
Bobcat-branded Tier 4 engine is used on the size compact track loaders and the size the
following year. The engine is designed to significantly reduce the amount of particulate matter
created in the combustion chamber. It achieves Tier 4 emissions compliance without using a
diesel particulate filter DPF. T is the last and smallest model in the M-Series compact track
loader lineup. Despite its compact size 56 in. Bobcat announced its plans to enter the compact
hydraulic excavator market. As expected, Bobcat would bring its attachment expertise to
excavators, expanding the range of applications and money-making opportunities for owners.
X-Change allowed excavator operators to quickly remove one attachment and switch to another.
Over the next three decades, Bobcat would bring to market multiple generations of excavator
product designs. Compact excavator models 56 and 76, built in Japan, are the first
Bobcat-branded excavators to reach North America. The 56 has a digging depth of 5 ft. The 76
digging depth is 7 ft. The has a digging depth of 10 ft. The compact excavator, a product
concept well developed in Europe and Asia, is a relative newcomer in North America with
annual sales of just a few hundred units. Still, the combined volume -- and Bobcat success
to-date -- is enough for Bobcat to justify building its own. Initially, some excavator components
were purchased and others were manufactured in-house. They were assembled in the Bismarck,
North Dakota, factory where Melroe agricultural products had been built. In , Bobcat becomes
the first manufacturer to make excavators in North America, a record that would remain for 25
years. Note the change to metric measurements. Model , the largest of the series, digs 3.
Product development continues fast and furious with the Series compact excavators. The lineup
initially focuses on the most popular mid-range models, including the and , with digging depths
of 2. Two new Series models are added, with the and replacing the original and , at 2. Customer
demand calls for more options for different digging conditions, so Bobcat begins to offer
long-arm and extendable arm variations. The is the first, a long-arm version of the The E is the
first model with an extendable dipper. Retracted for transport, the measures just 39 in. A new
design focus shows up in the D-Series excavators. They were designed for manufacturability, to
reduce cost and reflect the needs of excavator owners. The D-Series models feature a wide,
swing open rear tailgate, offering exceptional engine serviceability and easy side access to the
hydraulics. The new models also have new instrumentation with monitoring, keyless start and
automatic shutdown protection. Bobcat attachment focus is reflected in the innovative
X-Change system. For the first time, operators have fingertip auxiliary control for hydraulic
attachments. Advertising and literature begin showing excavators with many different

attachments and applications. Eventually they include augers, breakers, plate compactors and
clamps, plus an assortment of bucket sizes and styles that can be easily exchanged. The next
generation G-Series compact excavators are the first in the industry to offer factory air
conditioning, much like the now-popular option on Bobcat loaders. The zero tail swing model
had a hydraulically retractable undercarriage, measuring just 28 in. E32 model is the first of the
M-Series generation of Bobcat excavators, starting a full redesign of the lineup over the next
five years. The E32 replaces the that had been part of the Bobcat line since Model numbering
again switches to reflect industry terminology, making the E32 a 3. E35 3. Models E42, E45, E50
follow later in the year. E55 model is introduced in the 5. Models E63 and E85 are updated 6- and
8-ton machines replacing the E60 and E80 models. Accept and Close. Backhoe Loaders
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